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**Reviewer's report:**

The recommendations made by the reviewers have been taken into account. In particular, table 3 (with cities where PD mortality is low) now exhibits those where there is at least one EPER facility. Just comparing the occurrence of such cities in tables 2 (high PD mortality and RRs) and 3 (low mortality and RRs) shows similar numbers, which calls for caution in ascribing the spacial heterogeneity of PD mortality to industrial emissions. The discussion is now more balanced.

**Minor Essential Revisions**

However, one comment brought in the revised discussion about some statistical artifact due to EPER provisions is confusing: Bottom of p 10 and p 11: “First, because registration at EPER of emissions below threshold values may conceal an additionally not registered high emission.”

The authors should make the point clearer that, because EPER facilities are registered insofar as the emissions levels EXCEED certain threshold levels, absence of EPER facilities in the database does not necessarily mean that industrial emissions are low. In several countries or regions within the EU, there is a concentration of small to medium size industries, none attaining the threshold for any single pollutant, and where cumulative total emissions are high. Hence caution should be given not to equate absence of EPER facility in a given city and “low industrial activity”.
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